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from the chair
Dear Colleagues,
Just as I began my last letter to you with thanks to David Phypers for his wonderful
work as our Secretary and Treasurer, so now I must offer our deepest thanks to two
others who will be standing down in the near future.
Bishop Robert Atwell, the Bishop of Exeter, completes his five year term this summer as
our President. We are deeply grateful to him for the part he has played and many of us
will long remember the memorable addresses and talks he has given at our annual
meetings. At present we await the appointment of a successor, whose principal
responsibility will be to represent the interest and concerns of the retired clergy to the
House and College of Bishops and to keep us aware of legislation and developments
that are likely to affect our life and ministry.
Malcolm Grundy has represented the North East region on our Council and acted as
vice-chair. His driving energy and skills have benefited the RCA enormously. The
Development Plan he masterminded for the Association has now borne fruit and is
ready to be taken on to the next stage. Through his hard work we have negotiated with
the Charity Commissioners our status as a registered charity. His knowledge of and
contacts within the life of the Church of England have been invaluable and his
archidiaconal experience readily available to us. We shall miss his guiding hand. I am
glad to say that there is one piece of work which he will continue to supervise, of which
more below. Malcolm, thank you for all you have given to the Association.
_________________________________________________

Format
This issue of the RCACoE Newsletter is the last one to
be sent out in a printed form to the current (postal)
mailing list. If you wish to continue receiving, and have
not yet written to request The Newsletter in the post,
please inform the secretary of the Association,
Malcolm Liles, at 473 City Road, SHEFFIELD, S2 1GF
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The Developing Scene
As I am sure many of you know, many dioceses are planning to reduce stipendiary
clergy in the knowledge that there will be an increasing number of retirements over the
next five to seven years. By then, we hope and pray that that the Vocational work that
has been so heavily invested in the last seven or so years will have begun to produce an
increase in the number of trained clergy ready for preferment to a living. The nature of
many of those livings will be changing as new models of ministry in new formats and
configurations are created, the better to try to establish worshipping Christian
communities in many difficult urban areas, populous suburbs and far flung rural parts.
Harnessing the gifts and talents of the whole people of God in these endeavours will be
vital and the supporting role which retired clergy can play will be something that
should not be overlooked.

Many dioceses are planning
to reduce stipendiary clergy
in the knowledge that there will be
an increasing number of retirements
over the next five to seven years
To help us understand better the contribution which the retired clergy can make we
have commissioned a research project to bring together data and information that will
give us a clearer picture of how things stand at present, how things might develop in
the future, and how we can offer help to dioceses as they plan their ministry strategy
over these next years. Malcolm Grundy will continue to monitor this piece of work
which Julian Hubbard, now retired Head of Ministry Division, is undertaking for us. So
watch this space!
Spring has sprung!
Many of the spring flowers in my small garden had already flowered before Lent had
begun. I hope we shall still have an abundance of flowers for Eastertime, although it is
late this year. The political woes we have been through have been a sore test for our
nation, but there is something irrepressible about the feeling of Spring and its promise
of new life and growth in the lengthening days. Our Lenten journey and our celebration
of Easter life must mean we are people of faith and trust in God’s love and providence
and how that breaks through the darkest days. As the psalmist put it: “Heaviness may
endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning”. I wish you and yours the happiness
and joy of our Easter faith. Having endured the cross, he is risen!
+Ian Brackley
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Eight Wonderful Years
Thirty-one years ago, we made a big mistake, or did we?
After 10 years as an NSM I was offered a parish in Derby
Diocese, so we sold our house before we moved into an
Edwardian vicarage. I guess I wouldn’t do that now, nor
would I advise anyone else to do the same, but, at the
time I didn’t want to be encumbered with a property to let
while giving myself wholeheartedly to Christian service. I
was told we would be well looked after in retirement with
a property from the Church Commissioners at a modest
rent.
Well, in 2007 the ‘modest rent’ worked out at £700.00+ each month, rising by the
Retail Prices Index every April. Soon, it was nearing £800.00. What might we do? I
began to attend Association annual meetings in Lambeth and York. When John Sansom,
then Secretary and Treasurer, announced his intention to ‘retire’ I applied and was
appointed. Without that earlier decision to sell our house I doubt I would have applied.
So began one of the most exciting and fulfilling times in all my years with the Church of
England.
Newsletters
I knew I would have to print and circulate the thrice-yearly Newsletters, but didn’t
know I would be expected to produce them as well. So I introduced pictures, and a
wider spread of contributions from ordinary members telling of the surprising ways
their ministries were developing, at home and abroad, in ‘retirement.’ Determined not
to stick stamps on envelopes I eventually found, in Derby University and later in the
Diocese of Derby, a willingness to frank our letters at commercial postage rates. More
and more members were happy to receive their Newsletters by email, thus reducing
our costs further. Within 18 months we were balancing our books, instead of drawing
on reserves every year to keep ourselves going.
I also knew I would be expected to organise each year’s general meetings at Lambeth
and Bishopthorpe Palaces, but didn’t realise this would include writing eucharistic
liturgies as well. Me? Preparing services for bishops and the Archbishop of York? Well,
they’ve been very gracious, and, I think, grateful too!
The Pensions Board
Within 18 months of my starting, Bishop Richard Lewis, our Chairman, announced his
intention to retire. He’d helped me so much at first, but soon Bishop David Jennings
and I were forging a new partnership.
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When the Pensions Board announced the appointment of Dame Bernadette Kenney as
its new Chief Executive, naturally we wished to meet. So began the pattern of twiceyearly meetings with her, Loraine Miller, Chief Housing Officer, and usually a third
member of the senior executive team. Now we were meeting the faces behind the
sometimes inscrutable decisions of the Board which, in our view, were not always
made in the best interests of retired clergy.
Target Rents
So what about the exorbitant rents which some retired clergy were paying? A colleague
on the Pensions Board itself was able to raise the amount of my rent anonymously. He
told me, ‘Jaws dropped!’ and a review was announced. 121 tenants received refunds
and adjustments. Then, more radically, the Board decided to calculate rents according
to property values instead of according to tenants’ and their spouses’ incomes. Now we
were being told beforehand what was going to happen. Target Rents were eventually
introduced, supposedly 60% of market rents. The devil was in the transition details:
£5.00 per month per annum up for those not paying enough, and £5.00 per month per
annum down for those paying too much. After a high-level meeting organised with
great difficulty by David Jennings we won two concessions: review after a ‘significant
event’ (say, bereavement), and no rents above market rents – still more reductions for
some. The dust has settled, but some retired clergy will still wait for 20 or more years
before they finally pay their target rent. Meanwhile, for new tenants, the new scheme
seems to be working well.
Diocesan Retirement Officers
When I started I was given an incomplete list of local Association secretaries and
diocesan retirement officers. Surprisingly, an official list of ROs did not exist. So, at the
request of the Association Council, I emailed bishops’ secretaries and asked for details.
Now we maintain the only list of ROs in the Church of England and, like Topsy, the list
just keeps on growing. We recently enabled the Human Resources Officer of the
Archbishops’ Council to circulate all ROs. We advise ROs when we admit new members,
and when our members move from one diocese to another. Some of them support us
by publicising our existence and benefits among their clergy. They also encourage their
bishops to pay life membership fees.
A few years ago Salisbury Diocesan ROs organised a day conference for their colleagues
across the south-west and invited +David along. Now this is an annual event, and
Salisbury has set a pattern for other regions to follow. Our list often facilitates these
meetings.
Pastoral care
One unexpected aspect of the work has been in the support we have sometimes been
able to give to individual members.
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A letter, an email, a telephone call has come from a member experiencing problems,
often to do with housing, but sometimes to do with situations in their ministry. And
sometimes we can give positive help. ‘I’ve never made a complaint in my life!’ sobbed
one lady who had had an awful experience with unpleasant workmen and doubleglazed windows which just did not fit. After we raised her concerns with Loraine Miller
she received visits from senior managers at Sanctuary and Anglian Windows, and all
was made good.
Challenges ahead
At my final meeting at the Pensions Board I met John Ball, the new Chief Executive and
a former diocesan secretary. I’m sure we’ll form a positive relationship with him which
will benefit all retired clergy in the years ahead.
Last year saw a fall in new membership applications for the first time in many years,
and we can’t quite understand why. Maybe we all need to work hard recommending
the Association and recruiting new members as colleagues retire. With declining
numbers of stipendiary clergy and increasing numbers of volunteer clergy our ministry
has never been more necessary. The challenge remains, ‘Whom shall I send and who
will go?’ Ultimately, we serve our Lord, not the Church of England. He never fails. May
we not fail him.
Finally, I cannot thank enough Bishops Richard Lewis, David Jennings and Ian Brackley,
and all Council members for their unfailing kindness and support while I have been
serving you all. Sometimes I have received unsolicited thanks from individual members
for all I have tried to do. We have a bright future. May God bless us all.
David Phypers

The Clergy Support Trust
Many readers will like my family and me have
benefited during our working life – probably mainly
when we were younger – from grants from the
Sons and Friends of the Clergy. This charity has
now changed its name to The Clergy Support Trust.
It continues to offer grants to struggling curates.
(I remember a marvelous few days we had in
Harlech when our children were small.)
This charity also supports retired clergy and
widow/ers. Their new website is at
https://www.clergysupport.org.uk/
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Church Times Theology Slam Final
You might be wondering what a theology slam is. Walking into St John’s Hackney on a
late winter evening to find a stage bathed in blue and pink lights, a bank of sound and
lighting equipment, half a dozen hefty guys in black T shirts and a stack of empty flight
cases, you would at first be none the wiser.
The word ‘slam’ comes from the poetry slam, a live competition between poets
presenting their own work. Where the word comes from before that I don’t know.
If competing in poetry might seem a bit odd, then competing in theology has to be
pretty damned weird. However, that’s what some hundred of us have paid a tenner for
tonight – to listen to three young people try to beat each other at theology, and to use
the interval to network, or (hem hem) to stuff themselves with cookies.
Appositely for the eve of International Women’s Day, all three finalists are women.
They have something like 10 – 15 minutes each to present not really a thesis – more,
the suggestion to Christians of a line of reflection, a pattern of response..

Hannah Barr, on the left, spoke about #MeToo (abuse of power and of the vulnerable,
particularly of women); Hannah Malcolm, in the middle, about the environment (abuse
of the planet and of non-human species); and Sara Prats, on the right, about social
media and our search for the divine gaze. In a sense this last presentation too was
about abuse, the self abuse practised in our engagement with the internet.
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There was plenty to think about, and many people in the audience were taking notes.
One of the evening’s curiosities was the preponderance at question time of
contributions which began with the words, ‘What can the church do …?’ My wife and I
had a lively discussion about this on the way home. She had little time for my gripe
about why people ask ‘What can the church do?’ instead of ‘What can we (or I) do?’ as
if there’s some kind of distance between me and the church, or as though I can
outsource all my moral responsibilities to the church. And she supported the church
when I wondered why we’re asking what the church can do about social media, the
environment and sexual abuse. It seems to me that the church, with its hierarchies of
power, its gigantic wealth, its engagement with the vulnerable and its codes of
confidentiality, has the ingredients which are intrinsic to the practice of abuse.
the possibility that there is something inherently abusive about our organisation
I expressed this view – I hope apologetically – at my recent safeguarding training. I
realise it’s an unpalatable suggestion, but I do wonder if we might achieve more grace
and fairness in our encounters if we were to acknowledge the possibility that there is
something inherently abusive about our organisation and to endeavour to mitigate it.
The more harshly abuse is punished, the more strenuously it’s denied.
The theme of abuse informed the two presentations offered by a couple of the judges
while I was eating the flattened complimentary Lindt chocolate the kind hosts had
placed on our pew without my noticing during the interval. John Swinton talked about
disability, and Eve Poole about consumerism.
There was irony in the light of this second address in that the whole evening had been
designed as a consumer experience. The three finalists had been identically coached in
presentation – how to speak, how to use the stage, even (thankfully, with limited
effectiveness) what to say. There was an inescapable feeling that the event was
essentially about discovering talent, developing product. Perhaps because the three
young theologians were all young women, I was uncomfortably put in mind of beauty
pageants. This impression was amplified when the adjudicators focussed more heavily
it seemed on the contestants’ presentation skills than they did on their theological
acuity.
My ungenerous reflections took me back to my first encounters with theology. What
got us going back then was the content of the thought, the richness of the text. The
priest who turned me towards ordination (and there may be those who would curse
him for that) would be described today as stale, male and pale. Grey-headed,
monotonous in delivery, he stood on the steps of Lund Cathedral and read his way
through a weekday lunchtime Lent course which was as empty of personality as it was
full of insight, learning, and humanity.
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I don’t think anyone in those days talked about ‘good communicators’. I doubt that
Swedish clergyman would have been susceptible to coaching, and I’m certain that the
best speaker I’ve ever heard wouldn’t. Over a period of two years when I was a verger
at Oxford Cathedral I heard John Fenton preach many times. He wouldn’t have gone
down well in the theology slam, with his dependence on notes, his pullover full of holes
and an economy of expression which was entirely unaccommodating of bullshit.
The old git in me says there was something real in John Fenton, and in that good man
in Lund, which was missing from the flashily staged production of the theology slam
final. A bit like those songs and records we used to collect: the really good songs are
the ones I can play and sing myself; the flash records are those with the tracks that
sound any good only with the beefed up mixing, the pounding beat and the
compressed vocals. Tonight’s coloured lights, crafty mic – ing and calculated
choreography.
It’s difficult not to love the church, the way it picks up management tools and
organisational instruments just as everyone else is dumping them, the way it jumps up
and down on the touchline shouting ‘Us too!’ But I can’t love the church when it
criticises consumer capitalism while positioning itself as a product on the shelves of the
very media it volubly condemns.
Ed

Good Communicators Wanted
The Church Urban Fund (CUF) is looking for skilled speakers
and presenters to raise awareness and understanding of
social problems in England. We work with the Dioceses to
help find solutions but need help to spread the word.
We know that the retired clergy are great communicators with a heart for the most
vulnerable in our society. With this in mind, CUF is seeking the support of the RCA to
speak in local churches and community groups about the problems the most vulnerable
face, and how people can potentially help.
We value any experience RCA members have in working in deprived areas or with
people living in poverty in the UK. Do you still have that passion to help those people
and raise awareness of their need? By speaking for CUF, you will be doing just that.
If you are interested in this opportunity, we will provide a presentation outline &
guideline. We’ll coordinate regional speaker requests and inform you when there is a
request in your area. You can ask us any questions and we’ll make sure we reimburse
any out of pocket expenses incurred.To register your interest please email Rhea Varma:
rhea.varma@cuf.org.uk
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Permission to Officiate
In the R C A Christmas Newsletter I had expected to read about the Association’s
reaction to the Policy on Granting Permission to Officiate. However, David Crowhurst
does no more than summarise the contents of that document.
I was first involved in the PtO procedure when I became a Rural Dean forty years ago.
It was seen as a means for bishops to make it clear that they recognise clergy who no
longer minister through holding a Benefice or a bishop’s Licence, to welcome them,
and encourage incumbents and other leaders to use their ministry. Now it seems this is
to be replaced by an administrative, even managerial, procedure more suitable to
commercial or military organisations than to the network of entities that we call the
Church of England. To use PtO as a mechanism for limiting or debarring from ministry
is perverse. To suggest that aged clergy may be excluded from ministry, instead of
being encouraged to exercise it to the fullest extent they are capable of, is
unacceptable on theological, pastoral and humanitarian grounds.
The detection and punishment of wrongdoing by the clergy is a different matter.
Crowhurst points out that the appropriate statutory machinery for this is available. In
the present disquiet over the safeguarding of children and the vulnerable, that needs
to be used appropriately.
I have heard this policy described as “guidance.” The document itself says it has been
“approved” by a House of Bishops committee. I wonder to what extent bishops will
wish to implement its alarming provisions.
John Evans

small and likely blunders
Many readers will have noticed the little article in the Church Times about errors in
parish publications on ShipofFools.com. They generously printed a sample ...
the marriage order of service which guided the congregation into asking our
Father to lead us not into temptation but to deliver us from email
the worship leader who asked Christ to destroy all the woks of the Evil One
the meeting invited to be gin with prayer
‘Lord, graciously heat us’ (at St Paul’s Cathedral)
the Ash Wednesday encouragement to ‘Remember that you are butt dust’
the post Carol Service invitation to eat mice pies at the local pub
Ed
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Are you retired but still have energy for another adventure?
The Pilsdon at Malling Community is looking to appoint members (single people or
couples) who have a heart for living as part of a Christian based community.

Pilsdon offers hospitality and support to those who find themselves in crisis. You will
need to have pastoral gifts and practical skills that can be used to help run the small
holding on the six-acre site of the former Ewell monastery in West Malling in Kent.
Might God be calling you to join us?
Furnished accommodation and an allowance is provided. For more information see our
website www.pilsdon@pilsdonatmalling.org.uk or contact the Guardian, Rev. Viv
Ashworth, at viv@pilsdonatmalling.org.uk

Please send items for the next Newsletter to Robin Isherwood at
revslob@gmail.com before the end of June 2019
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REVIEW
Fearfully Made: Youth and Young Adults Positively Shaping Society
by Dan Watson
Without doubt this is one the most beautiful books I have come across for a long time –
both to read and to handle. It’s created, for the SPCK, by Dan Watson, and his wife, Jo,
co-pastors of the London branch of the International Hillsong Church. They have
collected the results of a series of interviews and reactions from the Youth and Young
Adults section of that church community around the theme of Fear. They offer these
reactions to other young people and those who pastor them.
The six ‘fears’ they explore include Failure, Ridicule, Rejection, Loneliness, Death and
God. Using Biblical sources they produce remarkably positive ways of moving out of
those ‘fears’ into a fuller relationship with God, the world and themselves. All is light,
all darkness is banished.
The ‘fear (fright) of the Lord’ is to be laid aside for the full acceptance of God through
the biblical teaching the authors offer. For some readers there may be rather too many
certainties in their findings. As an Anglican I have always sought and known the
presence of God in the dark places as well as the light, in the doubts, the fears and the
Cross as well as in the Light of Resurrection. This is a beautiful book but for some it may
rely too much on Biblical ‘answers’ rather than the much more interesting questions
that the Bible/Church might raise about such ‘fears’.
Christopher Ward

Annual Meetings 2019
Tuesday June 11th
Birmingham Cathedral
11.0—15.00
those attending Birmingham should bring their own packed lunches.
Wednesday July 24th

Bishopthorpe Palace, York

10.30—14.30

All intending to attend either should let the secretary know. Limit of 50 for each

Retired Sign
Clergy
Association of the Church of England
up by e-mail or letter to the Secretary
President: Rt Rev Robert Atwell, Bishop of Exeter
Chairman: Rt Rev Ian Brackley, 1 Bepton Down, Petersfield, GU31 4PR
01730 266465 ijbrackley@gmail.com
Secretary and Treasurer: Rev Malcolm Liles, 473 City Road, Sheffield, S2 1GF
secretary@rcacoe.org
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And Finally !!
Nominations needed for membership of RCACoE National Council
With the retirement of Ven. Malcolm Grundy and appointment of Malcolm Liles as
secretary/treasurer there arise opportunities for two new members on national council
to be nominated by their regions. Members of national council currently meet twice a
year in London, and travel will be paid for this. They are also expected to fulfil a role as
ambassadors amongst the retired, retirement officers, and soon to retire clergy in their
regions. Experienced guidance in this can be provided. At present the national council
only has one woman on it so the nomination of at least one woman would be most
welcome.
If there is more than one nomination from a region there will be an election, members
can nominate themselves if they wish by e-mail or letter to the secretary.
North–East Region covers the dioceses of Durham, Newcastle, Leeds, and York.
East Midlands Region covers the dioceses of Derby, Lincoln, Leicester, Sheffield, and
Southwell and Nottingham.
Nominations with name, address and e-mail address should be with the secretary by
the end of July 2019.
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